chapter VIII
CALCUTTA TO MANIPUR STATE
W
HAT traveller with a grain of imagination would not
rejoice to find himself, as I did, late one warm January
night, driving through the streets of Calcutta to embark
at a pier called Juggernath Ghat on a voyage of 1,200 miles by
the Brahmaputra to a place called Dibrugarh in Assam. After
all there is a lot in names and river travel offers many attractions
at a minimum of effort, There are changes of aspect as the flat
deltas are left behind and hill-girt valleys reached. There are
changes of races, of vegetation, of architecture and of climate—
and all of it so close at hand. And the river itself with its floating
life is of never-ceasing interest. The steamers—the Assam
Mail—that mount the 1,200 miles of waterway are double-
decked shallow draft paddle-wheel boats with ample accommoda-
tion for a dozen first-class passengers. Except for the first two
days I was alone. The journey can be made more quickly by
train and few of the travellers who visit Assam have ten or
twelve days to spare in idleness. These steamers are entirely
navigated and worked by Indians and for almost the entire
journey there was no other European in any capacity on board.
The voyage was slow and often monotonous but after the
1 atmosphere of friction of Delhi, where I had spent the last three
months, I found that the time passed quickly and pleasantly
enough.
The first day after leaving Calcutta was spent in descending
the Hoogly, but toward evening, in view of the open sea, we
turned eastward and entered the tortuous channels of the
Sundarbans, that immense region of low jungle-covered islands
inhabited only by tigers, deer and crocodiles. Intersected by
innumerable waterways, many of them navigable, the Sundarbans
extend over nearly 300 square miles of the delta of the united
Ganges and Brahmaputra rivers. There are said to be some
17,000 miles of waterways amongst these almost uncountable
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